Abstract. This paper introduces the use of spatially adaptive components into the geodesic active contour segmentation method for application to volumetric medical images. These components are derived from local structure descriptors and are used both in regularization of the segmentation and in stabilization of the image-based vector field which attracts the contours to anatomical structures in the images. They are further used to incorporate prior knowledge about spatial location of the structures of interest. These components can potentially decrease the sensitivity to parameter settings inside the contour evolution system while increasing robustness to image noise. We show segmentation results on blood vessels in magnetic resonance angiography data and bone in computed tomography data.
Introduction
Curve-shortening flow is the evolution of a curve over time to minimize some distance metric. When this distance metric is based on image properties, it can be used for segmentation. The idea of geodesic active contours is to define the metric so that indicators of the object boundary, such as large intensity gradients, have a very small "distance" [4, 9] . The minimization will attract the curve to such image areas, thereby segmenting the image, while preserving properties of the curve such as smoothness and connectivity. Geodesic active contours can also be viewed as a more mathematically sophisticated variant of classical snakes [8] . Further, they are implemented with level set methods [15] which are based on recent results in differential geometry [6, 5] . The method can be extended to evolve surfaces in 3D, for the segmentation of 3D imagery such as medical datasets [4, 22] . More recent work developed the level set equations necessary to evolve arbitrary dimensional manifolds in arbitrary dimensional space [1, 13] .
This paper introduces the use of spatially adaptive components into the geodesic active contour segmentation framework. These components are derived from local structure descriptors and are used both in regularization of the segmentation and in stabilization of the image-based vector field which attracts the contours to anatomical structures in the images. Local structure can be described in terms of how similar an image region is to a plane, to a line, and to a sphere. Describing the signal in geometrical terms rather than as a neighborhood of voxel values is intuitively appealing. We have applied a tensor-based description method for estimating these geometrical properties to the problem of segmenting bone in computed tomography (CT) data, with a focus on thin bone, which is especially difficult to obtain [18] .
Background
Local image structure properties can be estimated from derivatives of the intensity image or the responses of directed quadrature filters. We will incorporate them into the geodesic active contour framework, a powerful segmentation technique.
Local Image Structure
In two dimensions, local structure estimation has been used to detect and describe edges and corners [7] . The local structure is described in terms of dominant local orientation and isotropy, where isotropy means lack of dominant orientation. In three dimensions, local structure has been used to describe landmarks, rotational symmetries, and motion [10, 2, 11, 14, 16] . In addition to isotropy, it describes geometrical properties which have been applied to the enhancement and segmentation of blood vessels in volumetric angiography datasets [12, 17] , bone in CT images [21, 20] , and to the analysis of white matter in diffusion tensor magnetic resonance imaging [19] .
Let the operator Ω denote averaging in the local neighborhood Ω about the current spatial location, and assume 3D data. Then the eigenvalues λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ λ 3 of the tensor
describe geometrical properties over the neighborhood Ω, such as the following generic cases:
1. λ 1 = 1, λ 2 = λ 3 = 0, when the signal is locally planar. 2. λ 1 = λ 2 = 1, λ 3 = 0, when the signal is locally tubular. 3. λ 1 = λ 2 = λ 3 = 1, in regions that contain intensity gradients but no dominant orientational structure.
From these cases, we can define scalar measures indicating which local structure is present. An example measure of similarity to thin tubular shapes is
In higher dimensions, the basic shapes are more complicated than lines and planes, and the possible anisotropies become more complex.
Geodesic Active Contours, Level Set Methods
The task of finding the curve that best fits an object boundary is posed as a minimization problem over all closed planar curves
where I is the image and g is a strictly decreasing function that approaches zero as image gradients become large. To minimize this weighted curve length by steepest descent, one uses the evolution equation
where C t is the derivative of C with respect to an artificial time parameter t, κ is the Euclidean curvature, andn is the unit inward normal. Level set methods increase the dimensionality of the problem from the dimensionality of the evolving manifold to the dimensionality of the embedding space to achieve independence of parameterization and topological flexibility [6, 5, 15] . For the example of planar curves, instead of evolving the one-dimensional curve, the method evolves a two-dimensional surface. Let u be the signed distance function to curve C; that is, the value of u at each point is the distance to the closest point on C, with interior points designated by negative distances. Consequently, C is the zero level-set of u. Then evolving C according to Equation 3 is equivalent to evolving u according to (4) in the sense that the zero level set of u remains the evolving curve C over time.
The extension to surfaces in 3D is straightforward and is called minimal surfaces [4] . Now presume u is the signed distance function to a surface S in 3D. Expanding ∇g using the chain rule and replacing κ|∇u| with a more general regularization term λ gives
The codimension of a manifold is the difference between the dimension of the embedding space and the dimension of the manifold. We will say that a regularization force for an evolving surface is "codimension-two" if it is based on the smaller principal curvature of the surface; for a tubular surface, this curvature approximates the Euclidean curvature of the centerline of the tube which has codimension two. We will say it is "codimension-one" if it is based on the mean curvature of the surface. If p 1 ≥ p 2 are the principal curvatures of the surface, then these forces are given by codimension-one force codimension-two force
Let λ 1 ≥ λ 2 be the eigenvalues of the operator
where I d is the identity matrix and P ∇u is the projector onto the plane normal to ∇u. It turns out that λ 1 = p 1 |∇u| and λ 2 = p 2 |∇u|, in the limiting case.
In the next section we describe how the local structure tensor (Equation 1) can be incorporated into the geodesic active contour equation (Equation 4). The basic idea that is explored in this paper is how to perform codimension-one regularization in image regions that are similar to a plane, and codimension-two regularization in regions similar to a line.
Adaptive Geodesic Active Contours
Observe that the evolution (Equation 4) is based on two terms: (1) a regularization term which ensures smoothness of the evolved surface, and (2) an image term that defines an vector field that is attracting the surface to the image structures of interest. We apply local structure estimation to adaptively modify each of these terms.
Adaptive Regularization Force
To evolve surfaces in 3D, the minimal surfaces work [4] uses the mean curvature of the surface for regularization, which corresponds to the "codimension-one force". When one wishes to evolve tubular surfaces, the smaller principal curvature is more appropriate to avoid eliminating the high curvatures inherent in the tube-like shape [13] , which corresponds to the "codimension-two force."
To illustrate the difference, we created a test volume containing a thin tube connected to a flat sheet. We corrupted this image with a high level of noise. Figure 1 illustrates the result of regularizing this shape using the two different forces. The first image shows the initial shape, obtained by thresholding the volume. The second shows the result of applying the codimension-one force and the third the codimension-two force. Notice that the codimension-two force retained the thin tube while reducing the noise along it, while the codimension-one force deleted the tube but obtained a smoother plane than did the codimensiontwo force. In both experiments we iterated the evolution equations 20 times. It should be mentioned that with more iterations the result of the codimensiontwo does get smoother. However our comparison shows that the codimension-one regularization converges faster and therefor is assumed to be more resistant to noise.
This experiment illustrates the potential benefit of choosing the regularization force locally, dependent on the shape of the object to be segmented. One would expect to benefit by choosing a continuous value between the smaller curvature and the mean curvature. We propose to select this value according to the
Initial surface
Codimension-one Codimension-two regularization regularization Fig. 1 . Illustration of difference between codimension-one regularization force and codimension-two regularization force: initial surface, result of codimensionone, and result of codimension-two.
local structure estimates. The evolution equation (Equation 5) becomes
where γ is a scalar between 0 and 1 indicating how planar or how tubular the local image structure is. Setting γ = c linear (Equation 2) gives the desired result of γ = 1 for codimension-two regularization of tubular objects and γ = 0 for codimension-one regularization of planar objects and those without dominant orientational structure. Referring back to Equation 6 and noting that the trace operation yields the sum of the eigenvalues, we obtain another formulation for the mean curvature
Close to the correct segmentation result, ∇u should be approximately parallel to the image gradient ∇I, so one could project out the ∇I direction instead of the ∇u direction:
The tensor 
The local averaging acts to remove all components in all directions around the curve, leaving only those components in the tangent direction. Thus, we have an approximation to the curvature of the curve, which is the smaller principal curvature of the thin tube around it. Note that we have λ = λ 2 for codimension-two, and for codimension-one λ = λ 1 +λ 2 . When image noise is high, however, the image gradient estimations will often be less stable than using curvature estimates of the regularized embedding function u. For this reason, our implementation uses Equation 7.
Adaptive Image Force
Local Image Structure For structures such as vessels in magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) and bronchi CT which appear brighter than the background, a weight on the image term defined by the cosine of the angle between the normal to the surface and the gradient in the image was introduced in [13] . This cosine is given by the dot product of the respective gradients of u and I, so the update equation (Equation 5) becomes
Similar to the equality (a
where A and B are matrices and the dot product of matrices is defined as the sum of the elementwise products, we can write
MIP Codimension-two Adaptive codimension regularization regularization Fig. 3 . The maximum intensity projection (MIP) of an MRA data set of the brain followed by the segmentation obtained with the original auxiliary image vector term and that obtained with adaptive codimension regularization and stabilized image vector term. Notice that the latter captures more vessels while demonstrating increased resistance to noise.
Recall that g must be decreasing function that approaches zero on large image gradients. Choosing g = exp(−|∇I|) as in [13] implies that g g = −1. Divide both components of the evolution by g to obtain
We observe again the projection operator T as in Equation 9 , similar to the differential operator in Equation 1. The same arguments apply: T alone projects onto the direction of the gradient ∇I, but when smoothed, T Ω has an adaptive behavior. When all gradients in the neighborhood are similar, as in the case of a plane, it projects as T , but when the gradients vary around a thin tubular structure, it projects to the plane orthogonal to the centerline of this structure. One could replace T with T Ω in Equation 13 to achieve this behavior.
The same intuition can be used, however, to modify the current evolution equation (Equation 11) instead. Since we are interested in only the component of the evolution that is normal to object surface, it is desirable to have stable gradients in this direction; the derived projection operator will have this stabilizing effect. The evolution equation now becomes
The operator T Ω can be viewed as an adaptive relaxation of the image-based (auxiliary) vector field based on local image constraints, as illustrated in Figure Initial surface Codimension-one Spatially constrained regularization adaptive codimension Fig. 4 . Incorporation of spatial priors into the auxiliary vector field, in conjunction with an active contour model. The surface used to initialize the evolution is shown first, followed by the results of the unconstrained evolution and of the constrained evolution.
2. Notice that the noisy gradients along both the plane and the stick become much closer to desired intensity gradients, perpendicular to the image structures.
In areas of well-defined gradients the operator T Ω acts like a projection operator.
In unstructured areas the operator will be close to the identity operator. Figure 3 compares the segmentations obtained by Equation 11 with those obtained by Equation 14 for a cerebral MRA dataset. We corrupted the image with synthetic noise to demonstrate the stabilization of the auxiliary vector field. Notice that the segmentation obtained using the adaptive codimension is smoother without loosing important details which is consistent with our intuition gained from Figure 1 where codimension-one regularization gives a smoother surface, and codimension-two regularization preserves tubular structures.
Incorporating External Models
External spatial models can also be incorporated through the auxiliary vector field. We represent prior knowledge about the possible locations of the objects to be segmented by a scalar certainty field c. That is, c would be identically zero in regions that could not contain the objects, and could range up to one in areas where the objects are likely to exist. c can be constructed from training datasets, from specification by the user, or from an anatomical atlas. The tensor becomes
For the case of bone segmentation in a skull CT image, it is difficult for an active contour model to distinguish the bone boundary from the skin boundary which also has high intensity gradients. However, since bone appears bright in CT, it is unlikely to be present in dark areas. Therefore, we construct a binary mask by thresholding the raw dataset with a threshold that is low enough to capture the entire bone structure. This mask restricts the surface evolution to valid locations. Note that direct thresholding of the raw dataset would create artificial boundaries which would severely corrupt the segmentation; however, acting directly on the auxiliary vector field does not introduce new gradients. Figure 4 shows the ability to segment bone from CT using active contours in conjunction with this spatial prior. The initialization surface is shown first, followed by the unconstrained evolution and the evolution constrained by c. The unconstrained evolution is attracted to all high gradients so finds the skin boundary, while the constrained evolution, is able to obtain the bone surface.
Conclusions
We have introduced adaptive capabilities into the evolution equations for level set based active contour models. These capabilities include modification of the regularization force and stabilization of the image-based auxiliary vector field, both of which are based on the codimension of the signal. That is, they depend on how similar the signal is to a line and to a plane. Additionally, we have introduced the option to spatially constrain the surface evolution by altering this vector field. We predict that these modifications can potentially produce more robust segmentations of medical datasets. In this paper we have demonstrated the feasibility of incorporating local structure information into the evolution equations for level set based active contour models. However much more work is needed in order to test the method on large data sets and to improve the current implementation.
